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BACKGROUND INFORMATION  
For years now, organizations have been working to leverage machine data for a variety of uses 
that include lowering costs, aiding research and development, enhancing information security, 
and improving operations and customer experience. But making sense out of the vast pool of 
machine-generated data is a challenge. Fortunately, solutions are available to help. 

Splunk has emerged as one of the top solutions for helping organizations index and utilize 
machine data. In fact, for the last six consecutive years, Gartner has listed Splunk among the top 
solutions in its Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) Magic Quadrant.1 

As data volume is increasing, and because decisions are being made based on this data, retention 
periods are getting longer. As a result, organizations are looking for more cost-effective storage 
solutions to manage their growing Splunk data stores. To address this, Splunk introduced a 
feature called SmartStore, which offers enhanced storage management functionality. 

SmartStore allows moving warm data buckets to S3-compatible object stores. Moving the data 
from expensive indexer storage achieves the following benefits. 

• Decouples storage and compute layers 
• Elastically scale compute on-demand for search and indexing workloads 
• Grow storage independently to accommodate retention requirements 
• Cost savings with more flexible storage options 

 

Cloudian HyperStore, a multi-tenant distributed storage platform that is 100% compatible with 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) S3 storage protocol, is an ideal storage target with SmarStore. 
HyperStore can scale to hundreds of nodes, across different datacenters (DCs), contained in a 
single region. It can also scale to many DCs in many different regions. In addition, Hyperstore 
works seamlessly with Google Cloud Platform as well as Microsoft Azure and Amazon AWS and 
can access the data using the native format. 

Splunk SmartStore and Cloudian HyperStore together let you decouple the compute and storage 
layers, so you can independently scale those resources to best serve workload demands.  

A SmartStore-enabled index minimizes its use of expensive local storage, with the bulk of its data 
residing remotely on economic HyperStore. As data transitions from hot to warm, the Splunk 
indexer uploads a copy of the warm bucket to Cloudian Hyperstore and retains the bucket locally 
on the indexer until it is evicted to make space for active datasets. HyperStore becomes the 
location for master copies of warm buckets, while the indexer’s local storage is used for hot 
buckets and cache copies of warm buckets which contain recently rolled over data, data 
currently participating in a search or highly likely to participate in a future search. Searching for 
older datasets that are now remote results in a fetch of the master copy from the HyperStore 
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CLOUDIAN HYPERSTORE AND SPLUNK SMARTSTORE BENEFITS 
• Independently scale compute and storage resources 
• On-prem data lake with exabyte scalability 
• Modular design for non-disruptive storage growth 
• Built-in data protection; up to 14 nines data durability 
• 60% TCO savings vs indexer-based storage 
• Public cloud compatible; integrates seamlessly with AWS, GCP, and Azure 
• Hybrid cloud-ready for DR 
• Faster recovery from indexer node failure  
• Simplified indexer updates; new cluster can inherit data from the original  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This guide is written for the experienced Splunk professional and will detail the key 
considerations for the deployment and tuning of Cloudian HyperStore when used as a storage 
target within a Splunk SmartStore architecture.  

The content assumes the appropriate assessment, sizing, planning and other pre-deployment 
tasks have been completed. It also assumes that the reader has some background in Splunk 
SmartStore architecture and terminology, an understanding of Cloudian HyperStore S3 storage 
and general knowledge of storage systems. Detailed illustrations will be included to guide you 
through key deployment and tuning tasks. References to other documentation that will be 
helpful to designing, deploying, tuning and managing the overall solution will be included 
throughout. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Traditional Splunk Enterprise Environments 
Splunk helps organizations extract value from machine data. It does this by ingesting streams of 
data, indexing them, storing and managing the indexes, and providing the capability for those 
indexes to be searched and analyzed. Below is a high-level summary of the data flow in a 
traditional Splunk environment. 

 

 

Splunk Enterprise Index 
Indexing is performed by a Splunk indexer. Simply put, source data is directed to a Splunk indexer 
where it is ingested and indexed. The indexing procedure creates several files. These files include 
the compressed raw data, indexes pointing to the raw data, and associated metadata files. All 
these files collectively make up the Splunk Enterprise index and are stored in directories. 

Buckets 
Each directory containing a Splunk Enterprise index is time-stamped and referred to as a 
“bucket.” These buckets are managed by age and are designated as hot, warm, cold, frozen, or 
thawed. When Splunk indexes data, it saves the index into a hot bucket on local storage. Hot 
buckets contain the most current data, and there can be multiple hot buckets open at the same 
time. As the bucket ages or other conditions are met, it is moved through the various stages—
first to warm, then to cold, and finally to frozen. By doing this, organizations are able to query 
their most recent data and also keep older data for later analysis. 

Storage Management 
As more and more data is indexed, more directories are created. Left unmanaged, local storage 
can quickly reach capacity. But for the majority of searches, only near-term data – stored in hot 
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and warm buckets —is needed in local storage. According to Splunk, 97% of searches look back 
no further than 24 hours. The timeframe for holding data in the hot and warm buckets is 
configurable and determined based on each customer’s requirements. Once the configured 
policies are reached, the older data is moved off to cold buckets that reside on remote storage. 

The cold buckets still have to be searchable and usually reside on SAN/NAS storage. This is done 
to optimize the use of local storage for Splunk ingest and search operations and to offload 
archiving. But as data volume has grown—and retention periods have increased due to 
regulatory mandates and the potential growing value of the data itself—storing data on 
SAN/NAS infrastructure has become expensive, severely limiting customers’ ability to index and 
retain data in Splunk. To alleviate this problem, Splunk introduced SmartStore in 2018, which 
provides more storage flexibility. 
Source: Splunk Enterprise Managing Indexers and Clusters of Indexers 7.2.3: How the indexer stores indexes. January 23, 2019. 
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Splunk SmartStore 

To address the need to minimize the co-location of data and storage and to reduce the 
burgeoning cost of storage infrastructure, Splunk developed SmartStore, a feature that allows 
moving warm data buckets to S3-compatible object stores.  

Moving the data from expensive indexer storage achieves the following benefits. 

• Decouples storage and compute layers 
• Elastically scale compute on-demand for search and indexing workloads 
• Grow storage independently to accommodate retention requirements 
• Cost savings with more flexible storage options 

 
 

 

 
Reduced Storage Complexity 
Splunk SmartStore simplifies storage by eliminating the concept of the “cold” bucket. There are 
only hot buckets (in the indexer) and warm buckets (in the object store). A copy of the data 
slated for the warm bucket is temporarily retained in the indexer in a SmartStore cache but is 
“evicted” when no longer active.     

Less Cost, More Scale 
With SmartStore, warm indexes are moved to low cost object storage instead of utilizing high 
performant local SSD/Flash based local storage. In addition, cold buckets that were traditionally 
stored on NAS/SAN based remote storage are all rolled into the warm buckets and also stored on 
low cost object storage. Because Cloudian object storage can be scaled to an Exabyte—and 
expanded without interrupting workflows—it allows more data to be ingested. Less local storage 
is needed on indexers, reducing the indexer infrastructure required for equivalent performance. 
And the indexes can be stored much more cost-effectively. 
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW 

Splunk SmartStore and Cloudian HyperStore together let you decouple the compute and storage 
layers, so you can independently scale those resources to best serve workload demands.  

A SmartStore-enabled index minimizes its use of expensive local storage, with the bulk of its data 
residing remotely on economic HyperStore. As data transitions from hot to warm, the Splunk 
indexer uploads a copy of the warm bucket to Cloudian Hyperstore and retains the bucket locally 
on the indexer until it is evicted to make space for active datasets. HyperStore becomes the 
location for master copies of warm buckets, while the indexer’s local storage is used for hot 
buckets and cache copies of warm buckets which contain recently rolled over data, data 
currently participating in a search or highly likely to participate in a future search. Searching for 
older datasets that are now remote results in a fetch of the master copy from the HyperStore. 

Unlike conventional storage, Cloudian offers modular growth, letting you expand from terabytes 
to an exabyte without disruption. Each Cloudian node can support 10G, 25G, 50G or 100G 
network connectivity. This allows customers to scale the performance of Cloudian cluster linearly 
by adding more nodes. Cloudian saves on space too, with the industry’s highest density: up to 
840TB capacity in a 4U high chassis. Embedded data redundancy features provide up to 14 nines 
data durability, removing the necessity of a separate data backup process. Compared with 
traditional enterprise storage, or with storage on compute-intensive servers, Cloudian saves up 
to 60% on TCO.  
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Deploying Cloudian HyperStore for Splunk SmartStore 
Minimum Requirements 
Splunk version: 7.3.0 
Cloudian HyperStore version: 7.1.5 
 
Deployment Architecture 

 
Cloudian HyperStore for Splunk SmartStore Deployment Architecture. Splunk indexer node reference: 
https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.3.0/Capacity/Referencehardware 
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Cloudian configuration 
Creating Groups And Users 

• Start by creating a group and a user within that group and provide access to Splunk Smartstore.  
Example user is splunkdemo. This user can be part of an existing group, or a group can be 
created for Splunk SmartStore. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S3 Credentials 
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• Once a user is created gather the Access key and Secret Key so that SmartStore will have 
credentials to connect. Example listing out keys for splunkdemo user. 

 

 
 
Bucket Creation 

• Splunk SmartStore requires that a bucket be present as a target location for the remotepath in 
indexes.conf. Example creating a bucket named s2demo. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Cluster Endpoint 
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• The S3 protocol uses a URL as the endpoint.  This can be gathered form the Cluster tab under 
Cluster config.  The section under Service Information has the S3 Endpoint (HTTP). Example 
below has s3-west.cloudiantme.local:80. 
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Splunk Indexer configuration 
Setting Up Smartstore 

• Start by validating that the Splunk indexers can resolve the cluster endpoint of the Hyperstore.  
A ping test will validate name resolution and network connectivity. 

 

 
Configuring indexes.conf 

• The current configuration of Splunk SmartStore is only supported through direct editing of the 
indexes.conf file. An Example of configuring a SmartStore volume to use remote storage. 

 

 
• A stanza must be created in indexes.comf for the volume which will be on remote storage. 

RepFactor must be set to auto. 
StorageType = remote 
path = S3://<bucket-name> 
remote.s3.signature_version = v2 
remote-s3.access_key = <user access key> 
remote-s3.secret_key = <user secret key> 
remote.s3.endpoint = <endpoint of Hyperstore cluster> 

 
 
 

This is the name of the bucket on 
remote storage. Bucket can have a 
folder underneath. 
 
Example S3://<bucket-
name>/index001 
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• The Access and Secret keys are how the Splunk Indexers will gain access to the HyperStore 
over S3. 

• The endpoint directs the Indexers to the Hyperstore cluster and the path S3:// is the bucket 
which is to be used.  Optional to add additional folders. 

 
Note – Each index requires sole access to either a S3 bucket on Cloudian or sole access to a folder 
underneath a bucket.  SmartStore does not allow indexes to be configured with the same S3:// path. 
 
Pushing Changes To All The Indexers In A Splunk Index Cluster. 

• Adding a remote volume will require a restart of splunkd on Splunk Indexers. 
Doing a bundle push in this manner will kick off a rolling restart of the Splunk Indexers in a 
cluster. 

 
Example commands for pushing a bundle after indexes.conf is configured for SmartStore. 
• Validate the bundle. 

/opt/splunk/bin/splunk validate cluster-bundle --check-restart -auth splunk:password 
• Show the status of the bundle. 

/opt/splunk/bin/splunk show cluster-bundle-status -auth splunk:password 
• Apply the bundle to the cluster. 

/opt/splunk/bin/splunk apply cluster-bundle --answer-yes -auth splunk:password 
• Check the status. 

/opt/splunk/bin/splunk show cluster-bundle-status -auth splunk:password 
 
Restarting splunkd 
After a bundle containing new volumes associated with remote storage is pushed and splunkd is 
restarted across the cluster 2 things happen. 
 a.  Any existing Indexes that were configured with a remotepath will start to migrate warm 
 buckets. 
 b.  Any new indexes that were created will be SmartStore enabled right away. 
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SmartStore Operations 
Validate SmartStore 

• Validating SmartStore on a newly created Index that has recently indexed data. Detailed 
information on the indexes can be viewed via Splunk MC 

 

Validate Local Storage 
Run a ‘du -sh’ command in shell to validate the on-disk size of the Index. This will be used later for 
verification of cache eviction. 

 
Rolling Buckets 
To get the data onto the remote storage quickly you can roll the buckets from Hot to Warm. This will 
place a copy of the data onto SmartStore Cache and the master copy will be placed in HyperStore. 
 
Use the following command to roll buckets from Hot to Warm 
/opt/splunk/bin/splunk _internal call /data/indexes/demo/roll-hot-buckets -auth splunk:password 
 
Evicting Cache 
Evict the buckets from the index demo from cache. This will remove the local copies of Warm buckets 
in the demo index and the master copy will persist on HyperStore. Use the curl command which works 
on 1 bucket at a time. Automate process with a small wrapper to complete evicts for all buckets. 
 
  

Example demo index with 5.53GB raw data. 
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Sample script 
####  evict-cache.sh #### 
#!/bin/bash 
if [ "$#" -ne 1 ] 
 then 
 echo "Requires Index name" 
 echo "Usage.   $0 splunkindex" 
 exit 99 
fi 
INDEX=$1 
/opt/splunk/bin/splunk search "| dbinspect cached=f index="$INDEX"" -auth splunk:password > 
/tmp/buckets 
CACHEPATH=`cat /tmp/buckets | awk '{print $9}'` 
for i in $CACHEPATH 
do 
curl -ku splunk:password "https://localhost:8089/services/admin/cacheman/_evict" -d path=$i -d 
mb=99999999999 
done 
#### END #### 
 
Runtime execution. 
cloudian@splunk013:/opt/splunk/local$ ./evict-cache.sh demo 
 
Verifying SmartStore Operations 

• Checking Evictions 
Once the cache evictions are complete progress can be seen in the MC on the Splunk Indexer. 
MC > Indexing > SmartStore > SmartStore Cache Performance: Instance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:cloudian@splunk013
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• Checking Bucket Uploads. 
MC > Indexing > SmartStore > SmartStore Activity: Instance  

 
• Check Bucket Volume Upload. 
MC > Indexing > SmartStore > SmartStore Activity: Instance  

 
• Check Bucket Upload Throughput. 
MC > Indexing > SmartStore > SmartStore Activity: Instance  

 
Confirming Cache Evictions 
Once the cache has been evicted and all buckets have uploaded for index demo the local storage on the 
indexer will now only contain pointers for the buckets that have migrated. This command will now 
reflect reduction in data on disk. In our example it has gone from 4GB to 156K. 
 

 
 
Searching Data on HyperStore 
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Searching an index that is SmartStore enabled (with data on HyperStore) execute the following steps. 
 
Search & Reporting > enter search criteria 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Verify SmartStore Activity Associated With Search 
• Checking Bucket downloads. 
MC > Indexing > SmartStore > SmartStore Activity: Instance  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Checking Bucket Volume download. 
MC > Indexing > SmartStore > SmartStore Activity: Instance  
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• Checking Bucket Download Throughput 
MC > Indexing > SmartStore > SmartStore Activity: Instance  
 

 

 
 
Checking SmartStore Cache Manager 
SmartStore has a CacheManager which will prefetch buckets that are similar in time to speed up 
downloads.  The Cache hit/miss ration can be monitored in the MC. 

MC > Indexing > SmartStore > SmartStore Cache Performance: Instance 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Verifying Cache Download 
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Once a search is complete, data has been downloaded onto the SmartStore Cache on the indexers and 
the disk space on the indexer will reflect this. This data will remain until the local Cache configured 
requires the disk space for another operation. 
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Cloudian CMC Operations 
Monitoring Usage Using Cloudian CMC 
On the Cloudian Hyperstore usage can be tracked via the CMC dashboard. 
CMC > Analytics > Usage By User & Groups 

 
View Data Using S3 Browser in CMC 
The directory structure of the S3 bucket used for SmartStore can also be browsed via the CMC. 
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Alternate Tool To List Remote Volumes 
 

1. Splunk has a utility called rfs which will list out remote volumes on remote storage. This can be 
used to validate connectivity or files from the command line. 
Note – This uses the volume name from indexes.conf. 

 
/opt/splunk/bin/splunk cmd splunkd rfs -- ls --starts-with volume:s2demo 
 

2. The HyperStore also works with aws cli. 
Example of aws listing a bucket.  Assumes keys are configured into a profile. 
Note – This uses the bucket name on the HyperStore. 

 
aws s3 ls --profile cloudian --endpoint-url http://s3-west.cloudiantme.local/ s3://s2demo --summarize --
human-readable --recursive 
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Best Practices 
Sizing guideline for Splunk SmartStore 
Parameters for Consideration 

• Daily Ingestion Rate (I)  

• Search timespan for majority of your searches  

o Cache Retention (C) = 1 day / 10 days/ 30 days or more  

• Available disk space (D) on your indexers (assuming homogenous disk space)  

• Replication Factor (R) =2  

• Min required cache size: [I*R + (C-1)*I]  

• Min required indexers = Min required cache size / D  

• Also factor in ingestion throughput requirements (~300GB/day/indexer) to determine the 
number of indexers  

 

 
SmartStore Operations 

• Upload/Download threads default to 8 each. This value can be increased or decreased based 
on performance requirements. 

• Multipart uploads (MPU) are by default 128MB.  It is not recommended to change this value 
unless directed by Splunk support. In Splunk version 7.X this is not a value that can be changed.  
Splunk version 8.X exposes this value. 

• Index migrations to Splunk SmartStore are not reversible. To minimize any impact, migrations 
should be done in two phases 

o Configure a remote volume without updating any Indexes to use the remote volume.  
Push the bundle out to the Splunk Index Cluster. Perform RFS tests to validate that each 
Indexer can see the remote volume.  

o Once that is completed assign a remotepath to the indexes to use the remote volume. 
• Since Indexer migration is non-reversible, it is recommended to exercise caution and migrate 

one index at a time to minimize any impact to operations 
o This is not a limitation, rather a way to limit scope of trouble shooting if needed. 

 
Cloudian Operations 
HyperStore QuickStart  

https://data.cloudian.com/l/677273/2019-10-23/35tdn/677273/37205/HyperStoreQuickStart_SoftwareOnly_v7.1.6.pdf
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CONCLUSION 
This guide detailed the key considerations for the deployment and performance tuning of 
Cloudian HyperStore when used as a target to Splunk SmartStore as well as examples and steps 
to validate the overall solution functionality.  
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